
Image Musings of the Local Tyrannical (both Fascist & Commy)
Libtard Psychopaths in Eugene Oregon

5th of March 2022 12:00 PM

The kind of black lives that matter in EUGENE OREOGON 
About This skull image that I won’t post without putting the red strike 
over  above Malcolm X, and above Rosa Parks. 
It is IMHO:

• a totenkopf
• a symbol of

hate
• a symbol of

death
• a symbol of

evil
• an anathema

to Malcolm X
• an anathema

to Rosa Parks
• communist
• fascist
• genocidal
• nihilist
• not a civil

rights
activist

• far from
simply some
cute “jolly rogers” symbol of Disney Pirates of the Carbbean 

• pedocidal
• pedophile
• racist
• satanic
• sexist
• similar to The Secret Society at Yale Skull & Bones of whom which 

allegedly holds Geronimo’s Skull
• terrorism
• the local commy libtard left’s hypocrisy
• the local commy libtard left’s disingenuous colors
• the local commy libtard left’s shameful disgrace
• the local commy libtard left’s useful idiocy EPICALLY Unfolding as 

Prophecized by “Yuri Bezmenov” 
https://www.bitchute.com/video/dSGj1jpDYVtv/

• the agenda of all these enslavement mask pushing, tampon face, face 
diaper face muzzle, lockdown pushing, poison clotshot for Anthony 
Fauci’s & Kate Browns’Cunt,  

• truly evil
• TYRANNY 
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https://www.bitchute.com/video/dSGj1jpDYVtv/


When they push the poison clotshot jab in the face of overwhelming reason https://
exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com/2021/09/06/411/ just like Jonestown and the 
Tuskegee experiment
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The last thing these commy fascist psychopaths want is any kind of self respecting
person of any color with authentic genuine self respecting   self reliant sense   for 
contributions to humanity.   

I didn’t know 
much about Mr. 
Carrigan until 
I was listening
to John 
Zerzan’s 
Anarchist Radio
show awhile 
back about 5 
years ago when 
John told of 
Michael 
Carrigan 
leaning a bit 
too statist for
less left of 
Center Anarcho-
Primitivist 
Luddite 
philosopher 
John’s Taste.  

I suspected 
someone as 
dorky as John 
Zerzan 

projecting 
contempt for 
worse nerdy 
dorkiness was 
probably correct 
knowing what he 
was talking about
with all my 
suspicions 
confirmed.  Last 
October I 
personally asked 
Mr. Carrigan how 
“does it feel to 
be a lifetime 
lifelong Commy 
Libtard” outside 
of Red Barn Store
in the witless 
“Whit-” Whit is 
slang for “The 
Whitaker 
neighborhood”.  
He responded 
Quote “It feels 
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kf7fujM4ag&t=100s
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7kf7fujM4ag&t=100s


pretty Good” without an ounce of denial. My guess He’s proud of his dumbfuck dorky
White Liberal Deception and Hypocrisy! Is there some kind of blind hate from the 
revenge of the Myopic Nerds maybe if they’ve been consigned to being bookwormed 
clever schemers their whole life?  figuratively and literally ? Anthony Fauci? 
Kate Brown?  Heinrich Himmler, Bill Gates etc.   and all their geeky hubris 
combined?    Bill Ayers of the Weather Underground especially comes to mind.
“The Weather Underground, Larry Grathwohl” infiltrator whistleblower 
testifies:  https://www.bitchute.com/video/bkEI4VaKYIFr/   Weather 
Underground is obviously the prelude to the whole red&black commy flag 
waving costume ninja masktard rioters of 2020 and every other diaper faced,
tampon faced thug sucking off AnthonyFauci’s face tampon, via Kate Brown’s 
face cunt  (in Oregon) using every dirty trick of fascism tactic 
imaginable,  loving their deception and mass genocidal world of shit poison
jab clot shot pushing scamdemic believing they’re fighting fascism (whether
deluded into doing that diabolical work or not). And its not much of a 
stretch to discover  Bill Ayer’s was a https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=CiIrQk4kHuo&t=0s a
 welcome speaker University of Oregon 9 years ago and would probably be 

welcome back there any 
time.  Its pretty sly how 
he speaks with charisma 
beginning his speech within
the first 4 minutes subtly 
telling the audience 

exactly what a fucking tyrannical Dicktator wants for
his army of blind obedient sheep.  Does anyone else
See a pattern of the “revenge of the nerd” creeps
from Hell yet?

 

  6 Way  totenkopf Burn denouncing satanic Genocidal Agenda: Clockwise 
starting with 1. Yale Skull&Bones, 2. Bluffton, Ohio Pirate Mascot, 3. 
Bohemian Grove 4.& 5. (Whitaker Neighborhood Jolly Rogers 6. Nazi Totenkopf
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Not a peep from the mainstream nor local indy media is ever said about The 
hate Graffiti of Communist Tyrants who’ve proved themselves Genocidal 
Pscychopaths no better than Adolf Hitler, nor the local person of the local
chapter of the O.T.O (David Richard Jones) flaunting images of Aleister 
Crowley’s shit Swastikas, nor his affiliation with CALC
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Notice How Mr. David Jones has his nose positioned near a man’s ass (brown 
nosing?) a lot like the intrigue which a lot of free masonry Top Down 
management pyramid Hierarchy style of Western Civilization gone totally wrong 
is all about: https://bitmeter.net/glossary/pyramid-scheme/ “A pyramid scheme, 
like a Ponzi Scheme, is a “get-rich-quick” swindle that benefits those who sit at the 
top of the organization. With pyramid scheme, there doesn’t need to be a specific 
product for sale. Instead, the scheme may prey on individuals seeking to make money by 
asking them to pay a fee to join the organization. Those who join are promised money 
from the individuals that they recruit. The pyramid scheme is structured such that 
those on top gain money, while those on the bottom typically lose money. Pyramid 
schemes are one of the oldest scams in the book, but unfortunately remain to be 
relevant due to their predatory and manipulative tactics. “
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https://bitmeter.net/glossary/pyramid-scheme/


Who is David Richard Jones? 

Quote here: http://cophnia-oto.org/index.html  Please up wake 
all you true Women’s rights advocates who truly want these 
secret societies of exclusivity and elitist patriarchy to go 
away. Aleister Crowley was an asshole to women.  DYOR 
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http://cophnia-oto.org/index.html


Confessions of an Illuminati (free mason Leo Zagami) quote:

 https://books.google.com/books?
id=yufQCgAAQBAJ&pg=PA142&lpg=PA142&dq=Leo+zagami+%22david+richard+jones
%22&source=bl&ots=U0-
zrDDvGu&sig=ACfU3U0xyFCxblDmLdvBOCfrz0Z9AguHTw&hl=en&sa=X&ved=2ahUKEwjKocz4
wcfxAhUH6J4KHZhdBGIQ6AEwAXoECAIQAw#v=onepage&q=Leo%20zagami%20%22david
%20richard%20jones%22&f=false
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 LINK https://hermetic.com/jones/aleister-crowley-freemason-revisited

Count Dankela's Mad Lads  on Aleister Crowley: 
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=7np4wvfIdbM
 Local Eugene Oregon cult of Aleister Crowley revisited " Coph Nia Lodge, 
OTO" . I Don't want anything to do with these OTO people , but this is 
their disgusting founding prophet Aleister Crowley. Genocidal, Pedocidal, 
Pedophile Ritual scriptures’: 

Aleister Crowley wasn not called" the wickedest man in the world for 
nothing. quote:

” 21 Then again the master shall speak as he will soft words, and with 
music and what else he will bring forward the Victim. 22 Also he shall slay
a young child upon the altar, and the blood shall cover the altar with 
perfume as of roses. "
http://sacred-texts.com/oto/lib66.htm
 Aleister Crowley's cult is claimed to be highly embedded into ceremonies 
of members of many Free Mason lodges . 

who wrote QUOTE http://hermetic.com/crowley/book-4/chap12
 " The animal should therefore be killed4) within the Circle, or the 
Triangle, as the case may be, so that its energy cannot escape. An animal 
should be selected whose nature accords with that of the ceremony — thus, 
by sacrificing a female lamb one would not obtain any appreciate quantity 
of the fierce energy useful to a Magician who was invoking Mars. In such a 
case a ram5) would be more suitable. And this ram should be virgin — the 
whole potential of its original total energy should not have been 
diminished in any way.6)
For the highest spiritual working one must accordingly choose that victim 
which contains the greatest and purest force. A male child of perfect 
innocence and high intelligence 7) is the most satisfactory and suitable 
victim. "

PLEASE DYOR FOR MORE ON how Aleister Crowley was a deplorable sick fuck who
wasn’t called “The Wickedest Man in the World” for nothing if you are any 
kind of true social justice warrior.  If you don’t see someone affiliated 
with any kind of child rape promotion as a hate crime. You’re a lowlife 
p.o.s. worse than any high publicity egregious swastika graffiti.   
Regardless of what your sexual orientation is this is disgusting agenda of 
homosexual pedophile normalized. It is an agenda that little boys be raped.
This an agenda that little boys be buggered.  THIS IS WHAT HATE LOOKS LIKE.
The LEFT has crossed a line of that slippery slope that has long debunked 
that homosexuals are absolutely “born that way” arguments or the false 
premise that homosexuality is never coerced, cajoled, or cult hazed by 
perverts. https://hermetic.com/crowley/worlds-tragedy/sodomy  Decrying 
misogyny is kind of a disingenuous joke with this lowlife abject misandry 
subjugation.
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https://hermetic.com/crowley/worlds-tragedy/sodomy
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"Order Out of Chaos" - The Hegelian Principle
https://rumble.com/vhwnbh-order-out-of-chaos-the-hegelian-principle.html
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https://www.breitbart.com/politics/2020/06/10/black-lives-
matter-foundation-aims-to-disrupt-family-structure-excludes-
fathers-from-vision-of-community/   

“The Black Lives Matter (BLM) Global Network Foundation is a largely 
decentralized international organization — listing regional chapters instead of 
particular leaders. It was founded by three women, two of whom identify as 
“queer”: Patrisse Khan-Cullors, Opal Tometi, and Alicia Garza. On its “What We 
Believe” page, BLM describes itself as a movement “to fight for freedom, 
liberation, and justice,” but its definition of those terms includes radical 
changes to basic societal norms.

For instance, the org’s “What We Believe” page asserts that these goals can only 
be achieved through the disruption of the “Western-prescribed nuclear family 
structure.”

“We disrupt the Western-prescribed nuclear family structure requirement,” the site
declares, “by supporting each other as extended families and ‘villages’ that 
collectively care for one another, especially our children, to the degree that 
mothers, parents, and children are comfortable.” The word “fathers” is 
deliberately excluded, replaced by the gender-neutral “parents” despite already 
naming “mothers” as pillars of the family.

The statement goes on to denigrate male influence on the family as oppressive. “We
build a space that affirms Black women and is free from sexism, misogyny, and 
environments in which men are centered,” the group says, calling single mothers’ “
shifts” of working and parenting a “patriarchal practice.”

On a page describing the group’s “herstory,” BLM writes that part of the reason 
for its emphasis on intersectional sexual politics is that black liberation 
movements have historically overemphasized the voice and role of straight men:

    Black liberation movements in this country have created room, space, and 
leadership mostly for Black heterosexual, cisgender men — leaving women, queer and
transgender people, and others either out of the movement or in the background to 
move the work forward with little or no recognition. As a network, we have always 
recognized the need to center the leadership of women and queer and trans people.

As such, the “What We Believe” statement explicitly endorses LGBTQ subversion of 
biological sex. “We foster a queer‐affirming network,” the creed states. “When we 
gather, we do so with the intention of freeing ourselves from the tight grip of 
heteronormative thinking, or rather, the belief that all in the world are 
heterosexual (unless s/he or they disclose otherwise).”
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Quote-ing Vernon Colehttps://vernoncoleman.org/videos/we-are-winning-war:

“In developing countries the lockdowns resulted in mass starvation which
affected hundreds of millions. These disasters were completely ignored 
by everyone, including by the Black Lives Matter protestors (who were 

too busy persuading policemen and sportsmen to kneel down, but 
only on one knee in the style previously reserved 
for supplicants appearing before a monarch, and pulling
down statues of long-forgotten white heroes) to worry about black people
starving to death in Africa.”  https://vernoncoleman.org/videos/we-are-
winning-war
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xtpTmC9K3FQ&t=418s
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=n-NseFg2kno&t=0s
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https://www.kezi.com/content/news/Oregon-State-University-
study-hopes-to-combat-vaccine-hesitancy-575444391.html “OSU 
study aims to dissect vaccine hesitancy within Latino 
community “

Like the Oreos, Coconuts, & the wiggers and what Malcom X calls “  House   
Negros   & House N--gers  ”  , all these references and colorful metaphors of 
anyone disingenuous to their true humanity within their ethnic identity,  
some of these “Latinos” and Latinas”, some of which are Mestizo descended 
from Spanish Conquistadors or some of  purely with some kind of distant 
Indigenous American Indian heritage from the South Western United States, 
Central America, or South America think nothing of pushing the poison 
clotshot jab on their own, and are an absolute anathema to gathering herbs,
collecting an herbal apothecary  teachings of Mourning Dove “Christine 
Quinasket”  or any self respecting sense of a wholesome unified family unit
homestead with their DIY Apothecary of herbs.  Sanctimonious halfwit 
prattling “karens” psychopaths, traitors to their own true noble self, 
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restoring their dignity and self respect of their own heritage and ethnic 
groups,  come in all colors and truly is gender neutral.  
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Señora  “Mica Conteras”  of CALC https://www.calclane.org/education-
justice/  likewise along with the absolute biased and fraud propaganda 
https://www.kezi.com/content/news/Local-print-shop-displays-sign-comparing-
pandemic-to-Nazism-574539961.html suggesting 
that local “Jewish Leaders” are all on board with pushing the clotshot 
poison jab, the lockdowns, and the diaper face tampon face wearing 
insanity. 

8 MONTHS LATER AND FOR THE REST OF HER LIFE, and the life of other psychopath 
dingbats towing the lie:  stupid prattling Karens would do well seeing whats going
down in Australia and elsewhere worldwide and epically eat crow for being so 
deluded rather than carrying on their Jonestown  agenda.  It was Jim Jones’s own 
useful idiot women nurses administering the poison to children in those fateful 
last moments of November 18th Guyana 1978 after all  (The Jonestown Death Tape (FBI
No. Q 042) (November 18, 1978)   https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OkookcrAnSE  .) Jim 
Jones was a total Commy White Libtard pied piper for the House Negro sycophants. 
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The skull above Malcolm
X & Rosa Parks strikes
me personally revolting,
as an admirer of
Geronimo and the Apache
Resistance 

https://archive.org/details/GeronimoandtheApacheResistance

 with some American Indian Spanish heritage of my own.  Just as Malcolm X 
used the word “house niggers”, These people suffer from bonafide spic 
Stockholm syndrome! 
Search results for “skull and bones” “Geronimo Yale”  what this ghoulish 
grave robbers of this totenkopf loving cult has done with Geronimo’s 
remains and how they desecrate a corpse as though it was trophy:
https://www.youtube.com/results?search_query=Yale+geronimo%27s+skull
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Quite to the  Contrary Señora “Mica Conteras”, there are plenty of people 
with family of refugees and survivors in the USA from occupied Nazi Europe 
of Jewish heritage, Christian heritage, along with Jewish advocates that 
know damn well what’s going down. 

“Vera Sharav is a Romanian-born Holocaust survivor and medical activist.
She has dedicated her life to advocating for the rights of medical 
research subjects in the United States.”

https://duckduckgo.com/?t=lm&q=Vera+Sharav&atb=v244-1&iax=videos&ia=videos

   
https://www.citizensjournal.us/holocaust-survivor-warns-covid-19-measures-
similar-to-nazi-germanys-subjugation-policies/

VARIOUS LINKS AND INNER ETHNIC OR RACIAL CONFLICT within (especially 
differing Jews perspective) / SCAMDEMIC  REPORT 
https://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com/2021/09/06/411/
                     HISTORICAL GENOCIDES   Disturbing History yt channel  
https://www.youtube.com/channel/UCbo29S4vDoSSKnaGhx1YMzQ/
videos    LINK   https://holodomor-museum-fund.org/en/
 &  The Wellbriety Journey to Forgiveness   https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=vZwF9NnQbWM&t=2
s    "John Trudell on Protecting the Earth"   
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=RkzF5TOr0k8
     STARK CONTRAST IN DIFFERENT JEW RESPONSES  TO SCAMDEMIC: LINK0  
http://jpfo.org/
   LINK 0.5 http://jpfo.org/articles-assd02/why-jews-hate-guns.htm
  LINK1 https://odysee.com/@BGOnTheScene:5/NYC-Protest-Holocaust-Survivor-
Speaks:1?&sunset=lbrytv
 LINK2 https://brandnewtube.com/watch/similarities-of-medical-abuse-in-30s-
german-with-current-covid-19-policies_1jW7Cj9bJf6cENd.html
 LINK3  https://kval.com/news/local/store-sign-on-major-springfield-street-
compares-response-to-pandemic-to-rise-of-nazism
 LINK4 https://www.kezi.com/content/news/Local-print-shop-displays-sign-
comparing-pandemic-to-Nazism-574539961.html
  LINK5  WHO'S THE JEW ?  BY HOWARD STERN https://www.youtube.com/watch?
v=mOEDqTsWDhY&t=0s
   LINK6  TIM POOL RANTS " Howard Stern Goes Full Corporate Shill Saying "F
Their Freedom," Demands Mandatory Vaccination"  
https://www.bitchute.com/video/zhX1XcGRqzM/

LINK7 Zelenko Protocols against Covid-19 https://vladimirzelenkomd.com/
LINK8 Both Zelenko and Peter Breggin are very humanirarian people for 
speaking out against medical malpractice Dr. Zev Zelenko: A Hebrew Prophet 
in Our Time https://www.brighteon.com/3e344c5b-ee28-4231-a70a-6bce4f82a290

          
George Carlin would insist on the context of the  Words that are only what 
makes them racist https://www.youtube.com/results?
search_query=george+carlin+context
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Michael Savage on Stern  "CRYPTO-NAZI IN A WIG HOWARD STERNO RIDICULES 
THOSE WHO DIED FROM COVID"  https://michaelsavage.com/howard-stern-rips-
anti-vax-radio-hosts-who-died-f-k-their-freedom/
 

On a personal note, even though I’m not a card carrying member of the Bahai
Faith, I am compelled to be a messenger of this Spiritual Pillar to step up
to the plate of this “most vital and challenging issue”
 

 "As to racial prejudice, the corrosion of which, for well-nigh a 
century, has bitten into the fiber, and attacked the whole social 
structure of American society, it should be regarded as constituting the
most vital and challenging issue "  - Shoghi Effendi 
https://reference.bahai.org/en/t/se/ADJ/adj-2.html

Don't get me wrong there's plenty of people who burned me who are non-jews.
I tried to work my way around “anti-semite” point of no return. I had 
walked, lived, and breathed upon the occupied area of Palestine known as 
Israel. Yamika wearing goofy locked people were my neighbors. I did my 
absolute best to sort the good, the bad, the ugly of all those who identify
themselves as Jews in heritage and in religion, duly noting they are a 
diverse lot. The tipping point into anti-semite zone of no return was this 

motherfucker 
and their 
whole death 
wish ongoing 
on their own 
people in 
Israel no 
less:https://
www.news-
medical.net/n
ews/20211101/
The-effect-
of-mass-
vaccination-
on-COVID-19-
mortality-in-
Israel.aspx

A Diverse Lot
of Stark 

Contrast within this religion / ethnciity Indeed:  Doctor Vladimir Zelenko 
talks to israeli politicians and health minister about 
vaccine:https://www.bitchute.com/video/WsvhxBD4k1uZ/
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https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211101/The-effect-of-mass-vaccination-on-COVID-19-mortality-in-Israel.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211101/The-effect-of-mass-vaccination-on-COVID-19-mortality-in-Israel.aspx
https://www.news-medical.net/news/20211101/The-effect-of-mass-vaccination-on-COVID-19-mortality-in-Israel.aspx
https://reference.bahai.org/en/t/se/ADJ/adj-2.html
https://michaelsavage.com/howard-stern-rips-anti-vax-radio-hosts-who-died-f-k-their-freedom/
https://michaelsavage.com/howard-stern-rips-anti-vax-radio-hosts-who-died-f-k-their-freedom/


https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=bzzHtvRHkMk

https://vladimirzelenkomd.com/

LINK https://duckduckgo.com/?
q=truth+like+hate+to+those+who+hate+truth&t=lm&atb=v244-1&ia=web
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VIDEO: “The Takeover has Already Begun - A Secret Video Reveals All by Richard 
Grannon  https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=hhCaZLLhls4  Marxist Communism won't look
like how it did before. It's more than coincidence that what we see now is 
straight out of a Communist Handbook in 1966.
Original Video Here: https://youtu.be/Z3LTrqv3sFE “ "Hegelian Dialectic" DYOR
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Hopefully the serenity of ”  This Quote: ” We hold these truths to be self-
evident, that all men are created equal, that they are endowed by their 
Creator with certain unalienable Rights, that among these are Life, Liberty
and the pursuit of Happiness.” 

- United The Declaration of Independence 1776

Has truthful meanings despite of sexism and racism way back at the time in 
1776 (both real and imagined). “Men created equal” implying we human 
beings, including women, are all equally mortal human flesh and blood with 
a finite lifespan. 

A reading from Orwell’s 1984 by James O’Keefe – Book 2, Chapter 9
November 7, 2021

 https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=BisOCsgf5MU 
 on the Eve of His arrest with UNFLINCHING love of truth really is damn 
inspiring and I truly hope the Quintessential meaning of 1984 revealing 
forked tongue craftiness / duplicity of the English language debunks each 
and everyone of these tyrants and causes them to fall like a house of cards
on tyrants.  Like the Big Bad Witch in Wizard of Oz melting or the 
Witchking of the Lord of the Rings. 

LINK https://archive.org/details/Orwell1984preywo

QUOTE: “And if it is
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necessary to rearrange one’s memories or to tamper with
written records, then it is necessary to FORGET that one
Free eBooks at Planet eBook.com
 269
has done so. The trick of doing this can be learned like any
other mental technique. It is learned by the majority of Par-
ty members, and certainly by all who are intelligent as well
as orthodox. In Oldspeak it is called, quite frankly, ‘reality
control’. In Newspeak it is called DOUBLETHINK, though
DOUBLETHINK comprises much else as well.
DOUBLETHINK means the power of holding two
contradictory beliefs in one’s mind simultaneously, and ac-
cepting both of them. The Party intellectual knows in which
direction his memories must be altered; he therefore knows
that he is playing tricks with reality; but by the exercise of
DOUBLETHINK he also satisfies himself that reality is not
violated. The process has to be conscious, or it would not
be carried out with sufficient precision, but it also has to be
unconscious, or it would bring with it a feeling of falsity and
hence of guilt. DOUBLETHINK lies at the very heart of In-
gsoc, since the essential act of the Party is to use conscious
deception while retaining the firmness of purpose that goes
with complete honesty. To tell deliberate lies while genu-
inely believing in them, to forget any fact that has become
inconvenient, and then, when it becomes necessary again,
to draw it back from oblivion for just so long as it is needed,
to deny the existence of objective reality and all the while
to take account of the reality which one denies—all this is
indispensably necessary.”

LINK https://www.archives.gov/founding-docs/declaration
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Resisting the scamdemic is Not the least bit partisan politics: Neither 
Demonrat nor Repugnantcan (here in the USA) nor whatever the partisan 
bullshit is in other countries is too :

The David Knight Show Trump Asked Why He Didn’t Fire Fauci, As Fauci FIRES 
America https://tv.gab.com/channel/starcrest/view/trump-asked-why-he-didnt-
fire-618426f18fa113bf00c9d7d0
 such a complicit asshole has no clean hands, and most likely got the 
“smoky room” briefing long before he was ever supposedly elected and 
supposedly had a stolen election (that he might have thrown) : “Bill Hicks 
describes what happens after an election”

The David Knight Show Published December 7, 2021

https://rumble.com/vqdr1m-the-david-knight-show-7dec21-unabridged.html

1:46:21 Is QAnon CIA Disinfo? Is Flynn? Is Alex Jones?  Trump’s EO in Sep 
2019 was a blank check for Fauci & BigPharma and preparation for 2020’s 
globalist coup. Conservatives are starting to realize QAnon, Stop the 
Steal, Warp Speed were all scams.  The players who conned MAGA are starting
to turn on each other.
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“Let’s Go Brandon!” should be an obvious righteous indignation slogan with 
obvious meaning by now that hardly needs an explanation ever again. People 
who won’t DYOR on that matter and people who won’t feel absolute and utter 
contempt for anyone demanding his own citizens’ agree to get poisoned, kind
of win the Darwin Award of the 21st Century and the 3rd Millenium! 
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A.C.A.B. ?    ARE “ALL COPS BASTARDS? DYOR & DO YOUR HOMEWORK FOR WHO THE 
WORST ONES ARE and Draw your own conclusions about what constitutes the 
worst bastard cops.  Each and every 1 of you who truly wants to identify 
themselves as “anti-fascists”   cannot be genuous unless they are 
completely  “Anti-Tyrannical” identifying the the wicked behavior above and
beyond before the doer’s proclaimed label or stigma. 
https://exponentialaltruism.wordpress.com/2021/10/14/attention-oregon-cops/
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THE UNITED STATES CONSTITUTION has noble core principles despite of its 
archaic sexist language and hypocrisy of those who drafted it and signed.  
There were Iroquois Confederacy people who helped the American Revolution 
and did away with the old tyrannical aristocrat elitism from Europe.  This 
Baby From the Bathwater of Truth will never die no matter how many ninja 
costume wearing haters of everything USA, who hide behind  facediapers and 
facetampons for Anthony Fauci & Kate Brown’s nasty cunts love totally 
emulating Australian lockdown enforcing cops infect America.  Even though 
some of the statues of ruling elitist sexist, racist, and slavery pushing 

asshole white guys such as Christopher Columbus and Albert Pike desperately
needed to be toppled away and destroyed from public places in Turtle 
Island, there are some statues worse than others.  Surprisingly a lot of 
what some Lefitist might consider White Supremacist Racists are just people
trying to identify with their better European heritage on Board with doing 
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away with Christopher Columbus for being such a scheming Jewish merchant of
slaves, if it means an honorary Recognition for the Voyages of Leif 
Ericcson and other claims of Vikings becoming infused and building peaceful
societies interacting with American Indian Culture of North Eastern Canada 
and Greenland.  

THE STATUES THAT NEED TO GO THE MOST, the direct action property 
destruction which hardly any Trump loving rednecks applauded (if any), 
which was a true act of American Patriotism, that only a faketriot could 
deny,   was the statues of the British royals being toppled in Canada last
summer 2021 upon discovering the truth  of horrible   pedophile   
pedocidal boarding schools  .   , especially revolving around  Kamloops 
Boarding School and the circumstances of a Queen’s visit with the 
research and advocacy of Kevin Annett.  Toppling the Queen Victoria 
Statue and destroying pedophile scum institutions was an act of true 
Good American Revolution Patriotism! And its a damn shame the Left 
and the Right don’t unite in common ground in ending racism in this 
matter as with the scamdemic.  The 1 blue striped zebra flag is an 
anathema to the United States Constitution which really does call for
“defund the police” in the sense of a Citizen’s militia Policing 
itself if you read the 2nd Amendment properly.    All that 
represents “The Crown” and all the RedCoat elitist bullshit the cruel
subjugation of that child abuse that goes down up North in Canada is 
the original Tyranny of 1776 of an elitist heirarchy still prevalent 
in the USA as in Canada.  That ALL needs to go away and be 
eradicated.  All that what was only started in 1776 needs desperately
to be finished more than ever for the Pursuit of “Life, Liberty, and 
the Pursuit of Happiness”.  That principle will be complete 1 way or 
another because its a peaceful serene way to live while kissing 
Tyrannical elitist scum’s ass is humiliating, degrading and 
oppressive. The “Jolly Rogers”  Whitaker neighborhood flag, in some 
circles of who and how it was contrived and propogated, could very 
well be a symbol of that deranged Limey suck ass tyranny for their 
obvious homosexual coercion pedophile cult. DYOR (Do your Own 
Research) Draw your own conclusions.  
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Skull_and_crossbones_(military)
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 DoubleSpeak,  DoubleThink, and DOUBLEbind are all relevant key words
to deciphering  rhetoric out of bullshit.  

"Order Out of Chaos" - The Hegelian Principle
https://rumble.com/vhwnbh-order-out-of-chaos-the-hegelian-principle.html

 Tyranny is Tyranny is 
Tyranny.  The Scamdemic 
is the common enemy.   
Predator Capitalism is 
Communism.  From the 
perspective of the Left 
their dream of benevolent
good socialism  is the 
Right’s idea of 
cooperative sovereign 
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close knit traditional nuclear independent small family businesses.  
Its all a play of words.  The Ninja costume diaper face suckers in 
Portland Oregon rioting &  screaming ACAB! in oregon are the agenda 
of the Australian Police of 2021 and ever since.   The unprincipled 
mindless bumkin dumbfuck Trump supporters in the summer of Floyd 
waiving the 1 blue stripe zebra flag showed their disregard to the 
principles of the United States Constitution by turning a blind eye 
to the clotshot jab pushers aided and abeited by Trump as the common 
enemy,  and  consequently got exactly the kind of Tyranny he 
promoted.   This is 1 more testimony and plea to temper personal 
sense of loose cannon righteous indignation for mindful sense of who 
the true tyrants truly are and what the common enemy is.

Nothing speaks of a common enemy quite as obvious than the powers 
that shouldn’t be   committing and cajoling subjugation and murder of
the most otherwise healthy, agile, strong, and stealthy athletes!  
Phrase search “athletes dying vaccine”  and the “fact checking” 
bullshit machine can’t cover this up anymore.  The coerced and 
cajoled clotshot poison jab is rape worse than sexual assault, with 
all the same tactics of pedophile grooming, which should’ve been the 
world’s common enemy a long, long, long time ago.   

What does it take for you diaper faced ninja costume morons of 2020  
screaming “say his name” “George Floyd” going to wake the fuck up and
march with showing your face and 1 day Say “say their names” of all 
these subjugated people who had no choice getting smothered?  Such as
Cathy O’brien? or Escrava Anastacia? 

   The Great unmasking   https://trance-formation.com/the-great-
unmasking/ .   Saint Escrava Anastacia 
https://brownstone.org/articles/the-mask-of-your-enslavement-the-
image-history-and-meaning-of-escrava-anastacia/

#RulesFortheeButNotMe “ 

Kate Brown went maskless indoors at #RulesFortheeButNotMe LGBTQ Victory Fund's 
30th Anniversary Gala in Washington D.C. on Saturday 12/04/2021 its mainstream 
media

#RulesFortheeButNotMe 

https://lists.grabien.com/list-rules-thee-not-me-examples-politicians-defying-
their-own-cov
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#RulesFortheeButNotMe “Rules For Thee but Not For Me masks covid vaccine” search 
results “politicians elite placebo saline vaccine” / Rules For Thee but Not For Me
masks covid vaccine / search results
#RulesFortheeButNotMe 

https://duckduckgo.com/?
t=lm&q=politicians+elite+placebo+saline+vaccine&atb=v244-1&ia=web

https://truthinthepacificnorthwest.blogspot.com/2021/12/oregon-
governor-kate-brown-does-not-own.html?spref=fb&m=1
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I DON'T KNOW WHO THIS WOMAN on the Right is: 

IS  IN THE ORIGINAL POST, 
nor if she was delivering the clotshot to this boy or some other lesser 
poison (called inoculation or immunization). nor if that's her son. Perhaps
she'll try and sue me for libel and defamation? I don’t care.  She posed 
with her eyes all lit up like she's grinning like a sadistic psychopath and
the child is in distress crying [JUST LIKE THE SCREAMING NAPALM terrorized 
girl in 1972] is all that matters to make her a goddamn poster witch that 
the world needs to do away with. I don't fear lawsuits over inciting 
outrage and resistance against this horrible state affairs the world is in 
at all. I hope This meme goes viral as the iconic images as outrageous as 
the Vietnamese girl burnt from Napalm Screaming naked helped end the 
Vietnam War.
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 I don't know of any celebrities who have proven themselves they're 
not political ammoral untrustworthy halfwits in the pockets of 
absolute big money psychopaths.  That is really sad because some of 
their music and art is timelessly beautifully poignant for good 
causes such as Joni Mitchell & Neil Young. 
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Easy 
To Be 
Hard  - 
Three 
Dog 
Night - 
with 
lyrics

https://

www.youtube.com/watch?v=TnOQOl8qB2Q
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